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Abstract

We rely on a dynamic item response theory model to investigate ideal point drift and stability
in IFE’s Council General, the Mexican authority charged with federal electoral regulation and
composed of non-partisan experts selected by Congress. We use these dynamic ideal point
estimates to verify a number of implications of our contested partisan interpretation of IFE’s
Council General (Estévez, Magar and Rosas 2008, 2009). We collect and present evidence that
is generally, but not entirely, consistent with this interpretation.

1 Introduction

Our earlier work introduced the party watchdog model of electoral regulation to understand the

early success and, much later, the sudden disrepute of Mexico’s Federal Electoral Institute (IFE),

the country’s electoral management body (Estévez, Magar and Rosas 2008, 2009). We view IFE’s

design as offering parties broad opportunities to systematically influence decisions that its Council

General makes. From our perspective, Councilors are chosen to represent the regulatory interests of

their sponsoring parties. So long as the three major parties are represented in the Council General,

this combination of structure and behavior promotes partisan trust in the referee and this, in turn,

translates into citizen trust in the electoral institutions.
*Presented at the Mathew McCubbins Memorial Conference, UCSD June 25th, 2022. We are grateful to Omar

Alejandre for sharing data on originating IFE committees. For generous support, Magar thanks the Asociación Mexicana
de Cultura A.C. and Rosas thanks the Weidenbaum Center at Washington University. Authors are responsible for any
errors.
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Our argument was and remains controversial. The predominant view understands IFE, espe-

cially during its early years as an autonomous agency in the 1990s, as a successful effort to expunge

parties from electoral regulation and to place this responsibility squarely in the hands of citizen rep-

resentatives. This view is consistent with an ombudsman model of electoral regulation in Mexico

(Ackerman 2004; Eisenstadt 2004) and across democracies (Molina and Hernández 1999). Propo-

nents of the ombudsman interpretation would point to the removal of the federal executive from the

Council General and the establishment of budgetary autonomy and tenure security for IFE coun-

cilors as indicative of an electoral regulator equipped to make decisions that are not subject to

partisan biases. Under this view, councilors manage to avoid partisan bias in their decisions even

though they are still nominated and selected by parties in Congress (Schedler 2000; Woldenberg

2012). The councilors’ reputation for impartiality is the key to building citizen trust in elections in

a system where fraud and manipulation had been rampant.

Contrasting polar models of electoral regulation brings delegation dilemmas to the forefront.

IFE’s regulatory powers are substantial. Its authority spans every instance of party activity, includ-

ing party legal registration, party statutes, relations between leaders and rank-and-file, campaign

finance, candidate registrations, campaign contents, election management all the way to vote count-

ing, and certification of valid winners. With so much at stake, can congressional parties delegate

authority to citizen agents and still sleep soundly? The ombusdman model assumes that the selec-

tion of a set of distinguished electoral experts of proven moral stature and without obvious partisan

ties will suffice to make parties feel at ease. Our party watchdog model assumes that parties cannot

credibly delegate so much power to a small set of agents without feeling tempted to vet them thor-

oughly in ideological terms or even to threaten them with early career termination when they feel

aggrieved by the agents’ decisions.

Delegation dilemmas exhibit important drawbacks in the ombudsman model. Parties will never
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have full guarantee that regulators will not antagonize their interests. Appointing independent ex-

perts in an attempt to please the citizenry, however, leaves more scope for undesired outcomes than

needed. A key premise of our approach is that parties are far from naive: within the limits set by

the constitution—to appoint experts with no formal party affiliation—they strive to select agents

that espouse doctrinal positions close to their own interpretations of electoral law. Several institu-

tions help mitigate agency costs. Selection rules, both formal (non-partisan experts, appointment

by supermajority) and informal (vetoes and quotas), point towards a plural Council General with

internal checks and balances. This is a guarantee that the interests of major parties will at least

not be systematically disregarded. Furthermore, political parties monitor IFE activity permanently

through non-voting representatives with voice in all Council General decision-making. They con-

tinually intervene in the organ’s agenda by filing complaints that must be decided in the Council

General, opening rifts that IFE’s members might have preferred to avoid. Congress decides IFE’s

yearly budget, a powerful selective incentive to remove misalignments. Parties have standing to

appeal to the Electoral Tribunal, which often overrules regulatory decisions. Parties signal distrust

by threatening to impeach one or more councilors. While no councilor has so far been impeached,

threats have been quite frequent and they have not lacked in credibility. The last resort is amending

the electoral statute to create new forms of control and, perhaps, to remove councilors ahead of their

terms’ expiration. This nuclear option was used in 1994, 1996, and 2007. In sum, we interpret the

design of electoral institutions in Mexico as securing the role of parties as key players in electoral

regulation.

We inspected in our previous work publicly-available roll-call votes from IFE to substantiate

the existence of voting blocs or contingents. Consistent with the party watchdog model, we offered

evidence that IFE councilors sponsored by the same major party consistently voted together and that

obvious behavioral differences existed among three major voting blocs. Admittedly, the available
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evidence did not fully square with the party watchdog interpretation, as ocasionally some coun-

cilors would vote in ways that were not similar to the behavior of other councilors sponsored by the

same party. To convey evidence in favor of the party watchdog model, our previous work inferred

councilors’ fixed positions on a one-dimensional ideological space. In this paper, we inspect dy-

namic ideological positions in order to test some ulterior implications of the party watchdog model.

Estimation of ideal points that shift throughout time presents important challenges. We discuss

these challenges, as well as our solutions, in Section 2. In Section 3, we evaluate hypotheses that

follow directly from the party watchdog model. To do so, we exploit shifts in within- and between-

contingent polarization that ought to coincide with periods of electoral activity. We conclude in

Section 4 with a discussion of remaining quandaries and potential alternative implications of both

models.

2 Modeling considerations

Scaling techniques to infer ideal points rely on a standard spatial model of voting (Black 1958;

Poole and Rosenthal 1997). The approach assumes that policy and preferences can be mapped on

the same underlying space (as points in a line or plane) and measured with the same metric, so that

distance between preference and policy determines utility and voting. In this context, two voters

might differ from one another in their spatial locations, just as two different alternatives might do,

and voters choose alternatives closer to their own ideal points. Scaling techniques rely on observed

votes and the spatial model of voting to estimate voters’ ideal points and other unobserved quantities

of interest.

We specify a one-dimensional spatial model of voting in IFE’s Council General. In accordance

with the spatial approach (and dropping subscripts for convenience), voting ‘aye’ (v = 1) or ‘nay’

(v = 0) on a given issue depends on the relative locations of policy outcomes vis-à-vis the voter’s
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ideal point x. Voting is sincere (a key assumption that we revisit in Section 3). If a,n ∈R denote the

outcomes of the aye and nay votes, respectively, it is their midpoint m = (a+n)/2 that matters for

analysis. The voter will prefer the alternative falling on the same side of m as his or her ideal point.

Formally, a voter’s propensity to vote ‘aye’ is v∗ = signal(x−m)+error, where x−m is the

deterministic part of voting, error is random noise, and signal ∈R is the signal-to-noise ratio.1

The signal’s sign reveals issue polarity (i.e., whether conservative voters are more likely to vote

‘aye’ or ‘nay’ on the proposal) while its absolute value reveals the importance of the systematic part

of the vote relative to the stochastic. In the extreme, signal= 0 and voting is entirely determined

by the random disturbance. The voting rule is v = 1 if v∗ ≥ 0, otherwise v = 0.

We analyze all contested roll-call votes in IFE’s Council General between October 1996 and

April 2014. A vote qualifies as contested when, ignoring absences and abstentions, at least one

councilor voted contrary to the rest of the Council. This filter removes from the dataset 5,202

unanimous votes which fail to distinguish councilors from one another, leaving a subset of 1,640

roll call votes, equivalent to 24% of the universe of decisions in the Council General, in the analysis.

Figure 1 displays the raw descriptives of quarterly aggregates of the data, revealing longitudinal

variation in the degree of conflict observed in voting. The Council General, a nine-member board,

was newly appointed at the start of the period we scrutinize, and underwent partial renewal in

December 2000, when two members resigned and took executive appointments. Mandatory full

replacement occurred in October 2003. After the 2007 electoral reform, partial Council membership

changes became frequent: three new members replaced councilors prematurely removed from office

in February 2008, then again in August 2008; the terms of some councilors expired in October 2010,

but their replacements were only appointed in November 2011 after more than a year of stalemate in

1Item response theory models designed to infer a latent trait (e.g. intellectual ability or ideology) from a set of
subjects’ traits (e.g. answers to psychometric tests or roll call votes) are routinely used in ideal point estimation. In the
IRT context, signali×mi is item i’s difficulty, signali item i’s discrimination, and x j subject j’s ability. Estimation
does not recover the coordinates of the ‘aye’ and ‘nay’ policy alternatives, only their midpoint.
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Figure 1: Universe of roll-call votes and subset analyzed in black. Grey and black portions of
columns indicate unanimous and divided votes in the period, respectively. Dotted lines mark partial
or full Council renewals. Periods I and II correspond to Woldenberg’s presidency of the Council
General, period III to Ugalde’s (including Albo’s short interim presidency towards the end), and
the remainder to the Valdés presidency. Stars on the x-axis mark federal election quarters.

Congress; one member resigned in February 2013, then three terms expired in October 2013, none

of whom was replaced by Congress until the end of the period we scrutinize. These moments of

membership change appear as vertical dotted lines in Figure 1, demarcating eight distinct “periods”

in IFE’s history. Periods I and II encompass the Council presided by Woldenberg from 1996 to

2003, with partial replacements commented. Period III covers the Ugalde presidency, including

the electoral debacle of 2006. Ugalde resigned in December 2007 when Congress failed to meet

its self-imposed deadline to appoint replacements for three members whose summary dismissal

had been announced with the 2007 electoral reform. Period IV covers a short span between these

appointments and the next set of partial replacements. Periods V to VIII cover councils presided

Valdés between 2008 and 2014, with several membership changes. This version of the paper has

not included the final period in the analysis.

Our goal is to use the information described in Figure 1 to obtain estimates of councilor ideal
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points with flexibility for change throughout time. Achieving this goal requires that we address

thorny theoretical and methodological problems. On the theoretical side, the biggest conundrum

we face is conveying what dynamic ideal points represent. In our view, ideal point shifts cannot

exclusively represent changing ideological or doctrinal preferences, which seems to be the domi-

nant interpretation of ideal point drift in, for example, studies of the US Supreme Court (Martin

and Quinn 2010; but see Lauderdale and Clark 2012). IFE councilors enjoy relatively short ap-

pointments, not tenure for life; according to current rules, councilors are appointed for nine years

without possibility of renewal. Though it is conceivable that councilors will change their views

on electoral regulation during the course of a decade, the amount of drift that we uncover reflects

short-term changes in voting behavior. Dynamic ideal points reveal long-term deep-seated ideo-

logical preferences, but are also affected by more permanent changes in coalitional patterns among

councilors and by transient changes in the types of issues with which the Council General is forced

to grapple. In the next section, we exploit these transient changes in the composition of votes to test

some implications of the party watchdog model.

Aside from this basic theoretical conundrum, the estimation of dynamic ideal points presents

a panoply of methodological difficulties. We are aware of two basic approaches to the dynamic

estimation of ideal points. The first approach is the dynamic ideal point model used to generate

Martin-Quinn scores of the US Supreme Court (Martin and Quinn 2002). In this setting, a separate

set of ideal points is estimated each term, but the term-specific ideal point estimates of judges are

allowed to “borrow strength” from one period to the next. This approach yields dynamic paths with

smoothness determined more or less arbitrarily by the researcher and works well in situations where

there are many terms and many votes within each term. In the US Supreme Court, furthermore,

turnover among judges is very limited and docket control guarantees that the composition of cases

that the Court decides on is the product of selection criteria that do not change drastically from
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year to year. We cannot afford such luxuries, but we have attempted to mimic this approach in the

following way: Rather than considering all votes within a year, we break down the roll call data

by trimesters and we impose the condition that the ideal points of councilors follow a random walk

(i.e., the ideal point xit of councilor i at time t is informed by her ideal point at time t− 1, which

enters as prior information). Unfortunately, the number of contentious votes available for estimation

varies drastically across quarters, and differences in the sheer volume of available information may

determine movements in estimated ideal points that are caused neither by long-term changes in

preferences nor by transient shocks.2

The second approach is the dynamic optimal classification model pioneered by Bonica (2010),

which combines a kernel smoothing approach with the OC algorithm of Poole (2000). In this

approach, ideal points are allowed to vary continuously over periods of very short duration, such as

daily sessions. This assumption suits us well, as it allows the estimation of ideal points that can shift

continuously over arbitrarily short periods. We allow ideal points to potentially change vote by vote.

To identify vote-by-vote ideal points, we carry out as many separate estimations as there are votes

in an entire Council General. For each vote i, we base ideal point estimates on all votes captured

within a window from vote i− k to vote i+ k (we fix k = 15).3 Deviating from Bonica’s approach,

we estimate IRT rather than OC models in each iteration. We also make a random walk assumption

to connect xit to xi,t−1. Compared to the quarter-by-quarter approach that mimics the Martin-Quinn

method to obtain Supreme Court dynamic scores, our vote-by-vote estimates are drawn from blocs

of information of similar size (except for ideal points at the beginning and at the end, which are

estimated on as few as sixteen votes, as the left/right whiskers of the observation window become

censored). The vote-by-vote model therefore repeats the estimation for every item, taking some

2We are grateful to Scott Desposato for helping us understand the consequences of variation in the number of bills in
the context of a different research project.

3We initially estimated models with Council session-by-session day-by-day shifts, fixing the number of days in the
observation span constant (sessions last one day); this route, however, was also compromised by ample variability in
available contentious votes in each session.
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posteriors of the previous estimation as priors. We ran each method for periods I-II and periods

III-VII—with fully disjoint memberships—separately. (Day-by-day estimates for periods III-VII is

not yet ready in this preliminary report.)

Both estimation methods require the use of informative priors for identification purposes. We

use informative priors on the ideal points of councilors to define the polarity of the ideological

space. Our choice of priors for the first quarter (or the first vote) of the periods I and III—when the

Council General was fully appointed—is based on knowledge of political dynamics at the beginning

of these periods drawn from our previous work.4 As we move on through various quarters or votes,

we allow the posterior means of each councilor’s ideal point distribution to be the prior mean for

the next iteration. As new members enter the Council General, the vote-by-vote model uses the

the mean of the most recent ideal point estimates for councilors sponsored by the same party as an

initial prior. For example, councilor Luken’s ideal point as he enters the Council in the last quarter of

2000 is assumed to be identical to the mean of the last estimated ideal points of councilors Molinar

(who left the Council) and Lujambio, both PAN-sponsored appointees like the new entrant. The

quarterly model, by carrying the optimization exercise once over the full set of divided votes in

the period analyzed, demands informative priors for two extremists at the start of the series only

for space identification—Councilors Barragán/Cárdenas and Gómez Alcántar/González Luna mark

the north/south of the I-II and III-VII specters, respectively, in the first quarter in their series. The

remaining members can have non-informative priors, although trial-and-error revealed that adding

informative priors to a couple of other councilors (Councilors Valdés and Figueroa at the south upon

their entry) speeds convergence of the MCMC algorithm.

Figures 2 and 3 present results of the dynamic ideal point models of Martin-Quinn and Bonica,

4Models in Estévez, Magar and Rosas (2008) identified the policy space by resorting to informative priors on a handful
of item parameters. Fixing the sign and magnitude of the signal parameter of key votes sets the polarity of the the
policy space, portraying Council segmentation in understandable terms. The present work simply recovers information
about extremist councilors for space identification purposes.
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Figure 2: The Woldenberg Council. Lines report the median of each councilor’s posterior density,
colors indicate councilor’s sponsoring party: blue = PAN, red = PRI, gold = PRD, orange = PRD–
PT.
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Figure 3: Six Councils General. Lines report the median of each councilor’s posterior density,
colors indicate councilor’s sponsoring party: blue = PAN, red = PRI, gold = PRD, orange = PRD–
PT, green = Green. Triangles report expected council median. Stars in x-axis mark federal election
quarters.

respectively. Our first task is to assess the face validity of these plots. This task is easier for the two

Woldenberg councils (1996–2003) on account of the amount of anecdotal information that we have

collected over the years. The most obvious pattern emerging from Figure 2 and the leftmost plot of

Figure 3 is the gradual formation of a voting bloc comprising PAN- and PRI-sponsored councilors

toward the end of 2003; the formation of this bloc is all the more surprising given that PAN- and

PRI-sponsored councilors had often opposed each other in a number of decisions up until 1997.

Let us focus on an account of the creation of a supermajority voting bloc, and particularly on

Councilor Lujambio’s flanking movement. Councilor Lujambio, committee chair for campaign

and party finance regulation, was in charge after the 1997 midterm elections of assessing fines on

political parties for campaign misconduct. After separate committee resolutions for each political

party were negotiated and shepherded through council approval, all affected parties appealed the

council decisions to the electoral tribunal, which overruled or amended the council’s decisions in

all but one case. Never again did Lujambio’s committee issue separate reports on the parties, but
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instead logrolled them into a single resolution requiring an up-or-down vote on the council.

The following year, the committee had to review non-electoral party revenues and expenditures,

but Lujambio found that the other members of his committee (two colleagues sponsored by the

PRI) hesitated in following Lujambio’s proposal to levy fines, arguing that they could not ignore the

electoral tribunal’s criteria from previous rulings. Several months passed before the reports could

be issued, and only after Lujambio had lobbied tribunal judges exhaustively. He would conduct

similarly intensive lobbying with the judges until his term ended in 2003, but continued resistance

by the other committee members would be met with a singular innovation which Lujambio proposed

and obtained in 1999 from the Council General. Committee membership was to be expanded to

include all members of the council except the president, thus saving the original committee members

from intense pressures from their party sponsors whenever they had to levy fines.

The council as a whole was quite willing to acknowledge the growing expertise of Lujambio and

his staff in this crucial field of electoral regulation and to delegate these matters to them. In return,

Lujambio, having started his tenure in opposition to councilors sponsored by the PRI and in alliance

with a crew of councilors informally known as el Pentágono, quickly moved after 1999 to join a

cohesive and durable majority with PRI-sponsored councilors. He followed the paths trailblazed by

Molinar and Zebadúa three or four quarters before, and was himself later followed by Cantú, seeking

similar council support for his initiatives as committee chair for electoral organization. The PAN

contingent moved practically in tandem to leave behind the Pentágono alliance and join the PRI

contingent in majority control of the council. Just as impressive was the “northbound” migration of

two councilors sponsored by the leftist PRD, Zebadúa and Cantú.

A second anecdote places in context our discovery of the slow formation of a supermajority

in the latter half of Woldenberg’s Council. The key to the development of this super-majority in

1999 was the decision taken by Woldenberg himself and supported by the rest of his contingent to
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back the ouster of Felipe Solís as Secretary-General of IFE’s bureaucracy. Woldenberg had been

supported by the PRI for the Council President post as part of a ticket including the appointment

of Solís as the council’s first major decision. Woldenberg and the council duly complied with

the prearranged appointment. After matters pending from the 1997 midterms had been wrapped

up, members of the Pentágono began to pressure Woldenberg and his contingent for a break with

IFE’s administrative past. Solís had been a lieutenant to IFE’s first Secretary-General in 1990,

Emilio Chuayffet, then and now a top politician within the national PRI (and after leaving IFE, Solís

would go on to elective federal posts in Congress and to positions in the PRI’s national directorate).

Autonomy of the electoral authority, argued the Pentágono, could only be assured if the council

took direct control over the administrative officers of its bureaucracy and permitted the Council’s

committee system to exercise strong oversight over IFE’s operational areas. Woldenberg and his

contingent resisted these appeals, until the Comptroller, another PRI stalwart, unexpectedly filed

administrative complaints against four of the five members of the Pentágono (these briefs are a

legal prelude to possible impeachment by Congress). Within twenty-four hours, the comptroller

was dismissed by the council, at Woldenberg’s request, and the complaints rescinded. It took only

a few more months for Solís to tender his resignation.

This forthright commitment by Woldenberg to IFE’s autonomy made all the difference, and

paved the way toward the creation of a solid bloc of councilors circling the wagon to protect them-

selves, and their decisions, from blatant partisan intervention. Had this not occurred, the Wold-

enberg council might well have continued to exhibit the fractiousness and instability of its first

quarters, despite very high levels of unanimous decision-making, conditions which have also char-

acterized the Ugalde and Valdés councils. Unfortunately, without the presence of the former ruling

party deep in the entrails of IFE’s apparatus, which at one point fostered fiercely defensive unity on

the council, the tripartite organization of the Council General itself has imposed the more consis-
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tently partisan skew upon its proceedings that now passes for “normal politics” at IFE.

3 Further testable implications of the party watchdog model

We estimate dynamic ideal points in an effort to validate a number of implications derived from the

party watchdog model. In particular, we focus on three implications: (i) concomitant drift among

same-sponsor councilors, (ii) increases in the divisiveness of decisions considered during electoral

periods, and (iii) increases in within-contingent coherence and between-contingent polarization dur-

ing electoral periods. We proceed now to relate the logic behind each of these implications, as well

as the evidence that we have collected to substantiate them.

3.1 Concomitant drift among same-sponsor councilors

When moving to a dynamic view of voting in the Council General, the most obvious implication of

the party watchdog model concerns the expectation that, to the extent that rearrangements of relative

ideal points take place, councilors that were sponsored by the same party should move more or less

in tandem. If, as we believe, political parties vet their nominees thoroughly and if they threaten

councilors with early termination, councilors will be less likely to oppose directly the interests of

their sponsors.5 The ombusdman view, on the contrary, would not expect councilors’ ideal points to

move together.

Evidence of concomitant drift appears in Figure 4, which maps the degree of overlap in ideal

point ranges (bands include 95 percent of posterior ideal point samples from the quarterly estima-

tions) over time among multi-member partisan contingents. Alignment in the Woldenberg council

5The demise of the Ugalde council in the wake of the 2007 reform is an example of resort to the “nuclear option” that
legislative parties can deploy against IFE’s council. Since IFE’s establishment in 1990, four complete sets of councilors
have been appointed by Congress (in 1990, 1994, 1996 and 2003). Of these four sets, two have suffered abrupt and total
replacement and another has had two thirds of its membership prematurely ousted. Only the Woldenberg council finished
its full term unscathed by congressional interference, although impeachment threats were frequently voiced by leaders
and spokespersons of several parties.
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Figure 4: Overlapping ideal point ranges, quarter-by-quarter model. Panels report 95% credible
intervals for the ideal points of councilors with a given sponsor.
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Figure 5: Overlapping ideal point ranges 1996–2003 from two models. Panels report 95% credible
intervals for the ideal points of councilors with a given sponsor, vote-by-vote model and quarter-
by-quarter models in the top and bottom rows, respectively.
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(panels a–c) is consistently strong for the PAN’s and PRI’s contingents before the partial turnover in

both of their memberships in 2000. The drift that characterizes PAN-sponsored Councilors Molinar

and Lujambio is clear and signals the Pentágono breakup. The blue northern migration was slightly

less acute for new entrant Luken (panel a). This is more visible in Figure 5a, which allows com-

parison of cohort confidence ranges obtained with thw two estimation techniques. Luken’s voting

behavior is somewhat erratic, which widens his ideal point range (the other wider bar after the partial

replacement in Figure 5b corresponds to Councilor Peschard). While, in general, Luken remained

in the northern half of space, southern pulls towards members of the left are evident around votes

300 and 500, leaving a small gap with co-partisan Lujambio’s trajectory. Stacking is inexistent for

the Left’s contingent (panel c). Most left-sponsored councilors (and, after 2000, all of them) stayed

to the south of other contingents, but there was no voting coalescence among all of them at any time

in the seven years this council lasted. The early emergence of opposing extremists from the same

contingent surely doomed it to eventual insignificance, but the northern drift of Zebadúa and, more

notably, Cantú, while making them players in Council General bargaining also hurt prospects for

cohesion of PRD-sponsored councilors.

For the Ugalde, Albo, and Valdés councils (panels d–h), the evidence points to greater stability in

contingent positioning than in the preceding council, but lower cohesion as well. With the exception

of Morales, the PAN contingent remained cohesive throughout the seven-year period, although it

appears marginally more centrist after the appointment of the Left-sponsored Councilor President

Valdés. The PAN contingent’s steady ally, except for the election quarter of 2006, was the elbista

duo that clearly split off from the rest of the PRI contingent. The story of divergence within the

PRI’s contingent lends support, paradoxically, to the party watchdog hypothesis. The national PRI

is divided into leadership factions that exert constant pressure for access to appointments and spoils.

In 2003 (and again in 2008), the PRI negotiated factional quotas within its council quota of four.
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Within weeks of the designation of new councilors, a full-scale revolt erupted within the legislative

PRI against party caucus leader Elba Esther Gordillo, forcing her and her followers into retreat

from the party (she was expelled from the party) and eventually into an informal electoral alliance

with the PAN in 2006. This event signaled a rift among PRI factions that should trickle down to

IFE’s Council General; mirroring events in Congress, a rift within the PRI’s contingent should have

opened from the very start of the Ugalde council. This split is clearly visible in Figure 4e, with the

elbista councilors mostly south of the equator and the other faction’s nominees mostly north of it.

The other PRI faction, then headed by party president Roberto Madrazo, also engineered elec-

toral alliances with the Greens in 2003, 2006, 2009, and 2012 federal elections (an most subnational

elections as well). The PVEM’s sole council nominee occupied the northern extreme throughout

the entire period, and overlaps with anywhere from one to three PRI-sponsored councilors (Figure

4h). However, this contingent has veered markedly in its cohesion, more strongly seen in federal

election quarters and quite weak once election season is over. Nevertheless, with the normal support

of Councilor Morales in the Ugalde years, the PRI-PVEM alliance has typically generated a strong

minority faction on the council to date.

The Valdés council, formed in February 2008, gradually reintroduced left-sponsored councilors.

Valdés himself first opted for the median voter position (like Ugalde before him, ominously), but

immediately headed south once a second PRD-sponsored councilor appeared on the council. Curi-

ously, the current council looks more like the early Woldenberg council in terms of relative contin-

gent locations, with the Left’s contingent anchoring the south of the spectrum, the PRI’s anchoring

the north, and the PAN occupying a south-of-center space. The PAN–PRD contingents are not as

vociferous as the Pentágono in 1997–98, but their voting behavior has been quite similar. An anti-

PRI bloc in the Council General mirrored the alliance between its major rivals that battled together

to assure free and fair elections in Mexico after 1988, still sharing important strategic electoral coin-
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cidences despite national-level ideological disputes (Domínguez and McCann 1995; Moreno 2003).

And it hardly seems coincidental, let alone surprising, that during 2010 sub-national elections the

anti-PRI alliance was back at the top of the partisan agenda in national politics.

To summarize the evidence thus far, the party sponsorship hypothesis is strongly supported by

the cumulative record of roll calls on the Council General. Same-sponsor councilors tend to overlap

as clearly demarcated segments on the spatial maps. Stable voting patterns for most councilors and

for most contingents dominate, as expected. When drift characterizes the trajectories of councilors,

it affects same-sponsor colleagues similarly. And few important changes in contingent cohesion or

ideal point locations appear that are independent of changes in the stances taken by party sponsors.

One big challenge to the party sponsorship hypothesis is the alliance between the PRI and PAN

contingents for five years of the Woldenberg council, along with the inclusion of two councilors

from the Left’s contingent in a super-majoritarian faction that dominated that period of council

history. At this point, we lack a convincing account that would explain this anomaly.

3.2 Increased divisiveness during electoral periods

Beyond the broad patterns of alignment and cohesion in and among partisan contingents on the

council, more fine-tuned hypotheses can be tested using the longitudinal information generated by

our dynamic ideal point estimation. In what follows, we will look at cyclical effects on ideal point

estimates in order to gauge additional effects of party sponsorship upon voting at IFE.

The first implication follows indirectly from IFE’s lack of agenda control. Unlike most modern

legislatures (Cox and McCubbins 2005; Shepsle and Weingast 1987) or the U.S. Supreme Court

(Baum 2007), IFE has poor control of its agenda. Among other political actors (including, in certain

cases, ordinary citizens), political parties have standing to file complaints at IFE which must be

accorded due process, diluting the Council’s and its committees’ gate-keeping power. But there are
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Figure 6: Variation in agenda control, 1996–2007. Party complaints filed at Council General
relative to all issues voted. Stars in x-axis mark federal election quarters, so black bars cover pre-
to post-electoral quarters. Data for issue classification provided by Omar Alejandre.

temporal variations in party interference of the council’s agenda, which follow the federal election

cycle, and that we can exploit to verify a second implication of the party watchdog model.

As shown in Figure 6, complaints filed by parties as a share of all issues considered by the

Council General rose steeply in the quarters surrounding every federal election between 1997 and

2007.6 We define an election cycle as the electoral and immediate previous and next quarters, in

which the proportion of party complaints is two-and-a-quarter times higher than in non-electoral pe-

riods. Consistent with our previous discussion, we speculate that the interaction between principals

and agents is different in electoral and non-electoral times. Principals (i.e., parties) not only register

more complaints in IFE during electoral periods, but we also expect that these complaints will more

likely reveal operational preferences and cleavages segmenting IFE’s Council General.

The intuition behind this conjecture is easier to explain by considering non-electoral quarters.

If better gatekeeping reduces observable conflict, then much of what the Council General decides

6We relied on Omar Alejandre’s data to produce this differential for a subset of the period we analyze.
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Mean Std. dev.
Posterior |x j,t − x j,t−1|

a New Congress semesters .140 .115
b Rest .108 .084
c Prob. a>b .560

Posterior |signali|
d Electoral quarters 2.677 1.682
e Rest 2.601 1.684
f Rest (incl. inaugural) 2.595 1.682
g Prob. d>e .565
Posterior signalis with .95 credible ranges off zero
h Percentage electoral quarters 53% (n=146)
i Percentage rest 45% (n=1318)

Abstention rates
j PAN electoral quarter 2.1% (n=146)
k PAN rest 4.6% (n=1318)
l PRI electoral quarter 1.0% (n=146)
m PRI rest 4.1% (n=1318)
n PRD electoral quarter 4.5% (n=146)
o PRD rest 7.2% (n=1318)

Table 1: Statistics and tests. See text.

during non-electoral periods concern routine administrative matters that do not necessarily map into

the main dimension of conflict that divides party sponsors and, consequently, IFE councilors. In

contrast, we believe that electoral times should bring a flurry of activity that increases the number

of politically-consequential matters considered by the Council General. To test this proposition, we

show the distribution of the absolute value of discrimination parameters (signalis) across electoral

and non-electoral quarters. If our conjecture about the importance of increased agent restraint dur-

ing non-electoral periods holds any water, we should see larger average values of discrimination

(signal) parameters during electoral quarters.

Rows d and e of Table 1 show the mean and standard deviation of the marginal posterior distri-

bution of absolute discrimination parameters. We proceeded as before by dividing the pooled series

into electoral quarters (n = 18) and not (n = 46). We dropped the first quarter of each fully-new

Council, since these are heavily influenced by our informative priors on ideal points (but report
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differentials for the full sample in row f). As can be seen from the table, discrimination parameters

corresponding to items voted during electoral quarters tend to be larger on average than for the rest.

And even if dispersion in the distribution of discrimination parameters is relatively large, it is quite

constant across groups of items, letting differences in means stand out. In fact, a comparison of

how often the .95 credible interval of signali excludes zero when cases are heard in an electoral

as opposed to a non-electoral quarter (rows h and i of Table 1, respectively) suggests that the cases

heard when IFE suffers a loss of agenda control are more likely to be divisive.

3.3 Contingent coherence and cross-bloc polarization in electoral quarters

We can leverage the Council General’s cyclical loss of agenda control to derive two additional

testable implications of the party watchdog model. Because parties should bring more pressure to

bear on their sponsored councilors during electoral periods, we expect same-sponsor contingents to

be more cohesive (i.e., their revealed ideal points to be closer) during electoral than non-electoral

quarters. Because party divides should be more notable during electoral periods, we also expect

between-party polarization to increase during electoral quarters. Finally, we believe that party pres-

sure over councilors during electoral quarters should lead to a drop in abstentions during electoral

periods, as principals expect from their sponsored councilors a fuller commitment to the defense of

their interests.

We gauge within-contingent cohesion by looking at the posterior marginal distribution of the

distance between the most leftist and most rightist councilors within each partisan contingent.7 We

measure between-contingent polarization by looking at the posterior marginal distribution of the

distance between the centroids of all pairs of partisan contingents, where the centroids are alterna-

tively defined as the median or average ideological position of the contingents. Abstention rates are

7For the sake of simplicity, we refer to PRI/Green-sponsored councilors as the PRI contingent. The Greens have been
in electoral and legislative alliance with the PRI since 2001, and it is reasonable to view their lone IFE member as a case
of co-sponsorship.
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Electoral Non-electoral
quarter quarter

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Mean S.dev. Mean S.dev. Pr[a < c]

Within-contingent distances
PAN 0.902 0.861 1.106 0.882 0.575
PRI 0.863 0.562 1.278 0.982 0.605
PRD† 2.374 1.300 1.921 1.022 0.373

Between-contingent distances
PAN-PRI 1.012 0.616 0.890 0.619 0.441
PAN-PRD† 0.475 0.372 0.637 0.515 0.572
PRI-PRD† 1.233 0.428 1.323 0.492 0.552

Table 2: Election calendar effects on council voting. Posterior marginal mean and standard devi-
ation of within-contingent and between-contingent polarization (coordinates standardized to make
spaces in Figures 3a and 3b more comparable). Note: † these statistics exclude quarters where the
left contingent in the Council General had less than two members

the share of within-contingent abstentions in a given quarter. Because we pool posterior samples for

periods I–II and III–VII, the spaces have different scales (a .5 shift is small in the latter but not in

the former), and these coordinates are arbitrary, we opted to report statistics for standardized ideal

point estimates. We therefore subtracted the mean from the posterior ideal point sample and divided

it by the standard deviation.

Table 2 displays statistics for these hypotheses. Since they are heavily influenced by our semi-

informative priors on extremists’ ideal points, the first quarters of the Woldenberg and Ugalde coun-

cils are dropped before estimating the posterior marginal distribution of these statistics. The same

goes for quarters where a party has fewer than two sponsored councilors (the PRD between the

fourth quarter of 2003 and the third of 2008). A glance at the table shows some evidence sup-

porting the hypothesis that within-contingent cohesion increases during the electoral cycle. For

all contingents, cohesion is higher (i.e., we observe smaller posterior mean distances) during elec-

toral periods, but posterior standard deviations are generally large. The effect is substantially more

important for the PAN- and PRI-, but not for the Left-sponsored contingents. We estimate the prob-

ability that cohesion within the PAN and PRI contingents decreases in election season to approach
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0.58 and 0.61, respectively (column e of Table 2). For the Left it barely surpasses 0.37. In short, we

can weakly substantiate the hypothesis that partisan contingents are more cohesive around election

time for two parties only.
To do: Need to drop freshman quarters from Tab 2 in manyDynGraphs.r. Need to run continuous (re-

gression) test for vote-by-vote estimates.

The evidence for the implication of increased polarization between contingents in electoral peri-

ods is yet more scant. Only the PAN and PRI contingents manifested signs of increased polarization,

whereas the other two dyads experienced the opposite trend. In terms of probability, the quantity in

column a of Table 2 should not often be smaller than that in column c. Although margins remain

comparable in absolute size to those discussed in the last paragraph, posterior simulations indicate

the contrary is likelier for the PAN-PRD and PRI-PRD dyads.

This last finding concerning less polarization in the PAN-PRD dyad on the council in election

season is not trivial, although at face value it refutes the party sponsorship hypothesis with respect to

polarization. A recent study by Márquez and Aparicio (2010) presents the average partisan profile

of congressional districts in Mexico from 1997 to 2009 using vote shares of the three-party total

adjusted for districting changes in 2006. Disaggregating their numbers, less than one in ten districts

are multi-partisan in their competitive dynamics and about a third of the total are safe bastions for

the three major parties (with the PRI well ahead of its two rivals). The remainder are competitive

districts, with victory margins within the average district-level volatility index (about 15 percent

of the total vote). In this group of districts, the dominant pattern of competition is between the

PRI and either of its rivals; there are only a dozen or so districts in which the PAN competes

directly against the PRD for dominance. This map is likely repeated in state-level competition,

in gubernatorial contests and senatorial contests, and even in municipal races. What this pattern

of competition between dyads suggests is that the PAN and the PRD continue to share long-term
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strategic interests in their geographically separate contests with the PRI, notwithstanding their bitter

presidential contest in 2006. And their agents at IFE reflect these common strategic interests in

the rules applied to electoral competition through decisions reached on the council in the midst of

election battles. While anti-PRI convergence at IFE is rarely decisive or stable, it remains a constant

feature in the conflicts that arise within the Council General. Interpreted more generously as a

statement of changing intensity in political conflict, the periodic appearance of an anti-PRI coalition

during electoral quarters supports the party sponsorship hypothesis and the tripartite segmentation

of ideal points when all relevant parties are represented on the council.

4 Conclusion

(Forthcoming.)
To do: Cuadratic kernel window? Discuss drop of non-council members from estimation, handling

asymmteric matrices. Selection errors. New Congress effects.
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